MISTER SIZE 47 – pure feel
Highlights
•
•
•
•
•
•

slender fit
non-slip and secure fit — even for rather narrow penises
ultra-thin (0.05 mm) for pure intensity
made of natural rubber latex
transparent & smooth
nominal width of 47 mm

MISTER SIZE 47
The MISTER SIZE 47 is the smallest of our seven sizes. However, this certainly does not
need to be in any way awkward for you. The more slender penis actually enables more flexibility
during sex and can give you the greatest feelings; especially with the right preparation.
Your personal condom is like a tailor-made suit for special occasions — everything fits
perfectly and you can be at your best. From now on you can enjoy this feeling in all your
love-making experiences.

Your Condom Size for More Feeling
Many men have had bad experiences with condoms, which is usually down to the wrong
size. Once you have found your ideal and individual condom size, you will immediately feel
the difference. Everything will fit perfectly and you can concentrate on the most beautiful
thing in the world.

MISTER SIZE - 7 Condom Sizes for Better Sex
Our MISTER SIZE condoms are available in seven different sizes; from 47 mm to 69 mm
wide. You can easily find out which condom size will best fit you by using either the MISTER
SIZE Measuring Tape or the practical MISTER SIZER. Try them out now.

MISTER SIZE 47 Comes in Three Packet Sizes
You can get your MISTER SIZE 47 condoms in three different packet sizes:
• 3 pieces - to try out in the field
• 10 pieces - for your following nights of love
• 36 pieces – a stockpile for optimists and smart shoppers
Of course, you can order as many packs as you like, depending on how you are going to
spend the next time.

Proven Quality
MISTER SIZE gives you a whole new feeling during sex while at the same time offering
optimal safety. All our MISTER SIZE condoms comply with DIN standard EN ISO 4074:2002
and are subject to careful testing. Having a condom with optimal safety breeds confidence
and certainty which allows you both to totally relax and let go during love-making. You can
learn more about our quality standards in the four basic principles of MISTER SIZE.

MISTER SIZE 49 – pure feel
Highlights
•
•
•
•
•
•

optimal fit for sensitive sex
a secure and snug fit for slightly narrower penises
ultra-thin (0.05 mm) - for pure intensity
transparent & smooth
made of natural rubber latex
nominal width of 49 mm

MISTER SIZE 49
Our MISTER SIZE 49 is the ideal companion for your sensitive, elegant penis. Working together
you will create wonderful moments of great ecstasy. You really don‘t need a mighty
beast to fully enjoy the moment or move mountains, just the right feelings for those intimate
touches that send shivers of pleasure running through your body. MISTER SIZE 49 gives
you protection without wasting a single tinge of feeling.

More feeling with your individual condom size
Because of MISTER SIZE, condom problems are a thing of the past. Once you have found
your own ideal size and everything fits perfectly, you can once again experience the pure
feeling of sex, let go and lose yourselves in each other.

MISTER SIZE - 7 Condom Sizes for Better Sex
You can get MISTER SIZE condoms in seven different sizes; ranging from 47 mm to 69 mm.
If you don‘t yet know what your own personal condom size is, simply use the MISTER SIZE
measuring tape or the practical MISTER SIZER.

MISTER SIZE 49 in Three Packet Sizes
To ensure you are always sufficiently stocked, MISTER SIZE 49 condoms are available in
three different packet sizes:
• 3 pieces - to try out in the field
• 10 pieces - for your following nights of love
• 36 pieces - a stockpile for optimists and smart shoppers
Of course, you can order as many packs as you like, depending on how you are going to
spend the next weeks and months.

Proven Quality
MISTER SIZE gives you a whole new feeling during sex while at the same time offering
optimal safety. All MISTER SIZE condoms comply with the DIN standard EN ISO 4074:2002
and are subject to careful testing. Having a condom with optimal safety breeds confidence
and certainty which allows you both to totally relax and let go during love-making. You can
find more about our quality standards in the four basic principles of MISTER SIZE.

MISTER SIZE 53 – pure feel
Highlights
•
•
•
•
•
•

ideal fit
close and cosy fit
ultra-thin (0.05 mm) - for pure intensity
smooth & transparent
made of natural rubber latex
nominal width of 53 mm

MISTER SIZE 53
If you‘ve been getting along well with standard sizes, then MISTER SIZE 53 is probably the
right buddy for you. Take a journey together with the Happy Medium and into a great whirlpool
of intense feelings. From now on your condom will be delivering enhanced feelings
and will enable you to completely and freely let go. You might not have been searching for
it, but luckily for you, you have found it.

Perfect Fit Thanks to Individually Sized Condoms
The condoms from MISTER SIZE are always perfectly matched to the user, which is immediately
noticeable during sex. A firm and secure fit ensures the condom is hardly felt and
that you are well protected during sex, allowing you to fully enjoy your moments together.

MISTER SIZE - 7 Condom Sizes for Better Sex
Among the seven different sizes of MISTER SIZE you will quickly find the condom that
perfectly fits you. No matter whether you need a width of 47 mm, 69 mm or somewhere
in-between, the seven different sizes of MISTER SIZE ensure you will quickly find the condom
that perfectly fits you. If you still have to find out your personal condom size, it‘s so
easy with the MISTER SIZE measuring tape or the practical MISTER SIZER.

Your MISTER SIZE 53 Comes in Three Different Pack Sizes
It doesn’t matter if you just need a few condoms for every now and again, or as part of
your equipment for a sporting weekend or even a complete stock up - you can always get
your MISTER SIZE 53 in the right packet size:
• 3 pieces - to try out in the field
• 10 pieces - for your following nights of love
• 36 pieces - a stockpile for optimists and smart shoppers
And if you don‘t want to order again anytime soon, it might be a good idea to get several
packs at once.

Proven Quality
MISTER SIZE gives you a whole new feeling during sex while at the same time offering
optimal safety. All MISTER SIZE condoms comply with the DIN standard EN ISO 4074:2002
and are subject to careful testing. Having a condom with optimal safety breeds confidence
and certainty which allows you both to totally relax and let go during love-making. You can
find more about our quality standards in the four basic principles of MISTER SIZE.

MISTER SIZE 57 – pure feel
Highlights
•
•
•
•
•
•

generous fit for sensitive sex
close and secure fit without constriction
ultra-thin (0.05 mm) - for pure intensity
smooth & transparent
made of natural rubber latex
nominal width of 57 mm

MISTER SIZE 57
Sometimes standard simply isn‘t enough! When rolling on the condom, you have probably
already experienced the annoyance when it doesn‘t feel quite so snug. That comes as no
surprise, if you haven‘t found your personal size yet. But from now on you can always have
MISTER SIZE 57 with you. With the chemistry now being right, you can newly experience
just how light-footed sex actually can be.

Sensitive & Comfortable - Your Own Personally-Sized Condom
If you have always had the feeling that condoms always feel a bit too tight, MISTER SIZE
could be like your key to freedom. With your own personal size everything will instantly
fit like a glove and during sex you will barely notice that you’re actually even wearing a
condom. Instead you will be surrounded by the natural feeling of your touch and enjoying
blissful moments together.

MISTER SIZE - 7 Condom Sizes for Better Sex
Available in seven different condom sizes, ranging in width from 47 mm to 69 mm, MISTER
SIZE is your perfect companion for better sex. You can easily find out which of the sizes
is for you by using either the MISTER SIZE measuring tape or with the practical MISTER
SIZER.

Your MISTER SIZE 57 Comes in three Different Pack Sizes
Whether it’s for a “from time-to-time quickie”, occasional sex or for the infatuated “in-love”
phase, you can always get your MISTER SIZE 57 in the right package size:
• 3 pieces - to try out in the field
• 10 pieces - for your following nights of love
• 36 pieces - a stockpile for optimists and smart shoppers
If you want to be well supplied, you can certainly order several packs directly from stock
that will keep you going for the next weeks and months.

Proven Quality
MISTER SIZE gives you a whole new feeling during sex while at the same time offering
optimal safety. All MISTER SIZE condoms comply with the DIN standard EN ISO 4074:2002
and are subject to careful testing. Having a condom with optimal safety breeds confidence
and certainty which allows you both to totally relax and let go during love-making. You can
find more about our quality standards in the four basic principles of MISTER SIZE.

MISTER SIZE 60 – pure feel
Highlights
•
•
•
•
•
•

wide fit for sensitive sex
comfortable and secure fit
ultra-thin (0.05 mm) - for pure intensity
smooth & transparent
made of natural rubber latex
nominal width of 60 mm

MISTER SIZE 60
A powerful penis has its advantages; if you know how to handle it well. More importantly,
contraception has to perform without you always feeling that your pride and joy is suffocating
in a condom that is way too tight. But rest assure, with MISTER SIZE 60 everything fits
perfectly and you can relax and concentrate fully on all the good stuff. So, enjoy the moment
and soar to unexpected heights.

Nice Cosy Fit thanks to Personalized Sizes
A perfectly fitting condom is hardly noticeable. It feels just like an extra layer of skin and
lets you enjoy and share lovely moments. But first you need to find this ideal condom first.
However, no problem with MISTER SIZE! Right here you can choose your ideally sized
condom from our wide range. The difference will be a relief and on top of that, it brings a
damn good feeling.

MISTER SIZE – 7 Condom Sizes for Better Sex
The MISTER SIZE range offers seven different condom sizes with widths ranging from 47
mm to 69 mm. A range that promises you a perfect fit and an intense feeling. Also, don‘t
worry about choosing the right size. With the MISTER SIZE measuring tape or the handy
MISTER SIZER, you can get your ideal size in a jiffy.

Your MISTER SIZE 60 Comes in Three Different Pack Sizes
No matter if it’s for a spontaneous “quickie”, casual sex or if you are totally smitten and inlove,
you can always get your MISTER SIZE 60 in a suitable package size:
• 3 pieces - to try out in the field
• 10 pieces - for your following nights of love
• 36 pieces - a stockpile for optimists and smart shoppers
If you already know your size, to avoid repeat ordering, why not buy a few packs in advance?

Proven Quality
MISTER SIZE gives you a whole new feeling during sex while at the same time offering
optimal safety. All MISTER SIZE condoms comply with the DIN standard EN ISO 4074:2002
and are subject to careful testing. Having a condom with optimal safety breeds confidence
and certainty which allows you both to totally relax and let go during love-making. You can
find more about our quality standards in the four basic principles of MISTER SIZE.

MISTER SIZE 64 – pure feel
Highlights
•
•
•
•
•
•

extra-large fit for intense sex
sits securely and comfortably - even on wide penises
ultra-thin (0.06 mm) - for pure intensity
smooth & transparent
made of natural rubber latex
nominal width of 64 mm

MISTER SIZE 64
With MISTER SIZE 64 you have the condom that gives you an all-round good feeling. Pinches,
nipping and the feeling that your manhood is being choked are now history! From
now on, pure enjoyment begins.
Just before lovemaking, a wonderful unity takes place as you easily roll the condom on to
your robust strong penis — a unity that will generate wonderful moments of sensual pleasure.

Easy and Perfect Fitting with Your Personal Condom Size
No matter what’s happened in the past, a condom can and should always fit perfectly! With
your personal size, your MISTER SIZE condom warmly embraces your penis like a second
skin and makes a natural feeling possible. Now you can relax and finally let yourself fully go
during sex.

MISTER SIZE - 7 Condom Sizes for Better Sex
MISTER SIZE offers seven different condom sizes to ensure that you find the perfect condom
for you. The range starts with a width of 47 mm and ends at 69 mm. You can easily
find out which one fits you best by using one of the following tools: with the MISTER SIZE
measuring tape or with the practical MISTER SIZER. Without delay, let’s get started.

Your MISTER SIZE 64 Comes in Three Different Pack Sizes
No matter if it’s for a spontaneous “quickie”, casual sex or if you are infatuated and in-love,
you can always get your MISTER SIZE 60 in a suitable package size:
• 3 pieces - to try out in the field
• 10 pieces - for your following nights of love
• 36 pieces - a stockpile for optimists and smart shoppers
Quick tip! Maybe think long term and get several packs at once. This way you won‘t run out
or have to reorder anytime soon.

Proven Quality
MISTER SIZE gives you a whole new feeling during sex while at the same time offering
optimal safety. All MISTER SIZE condoms comply with the DIN standard EN ISO 4074:2002
and are subject to careful testing. Having a condom with optimal safety breeds confidence
and certainty which allows you both to totally relax and let go during love-making. You can
find more about our quality standards in the four basic principles of MISTER SIZE.

MISTER SIZE 69 – pure feel
Highlights
•
•
•
•
•
•

ideal fit for passionate sex - even for the big boys
a secure and snug fit without constriction
ultra-thin (0.06 mm) - for pure intensity
smooth & transparent
made of natural rubber latex
nominal width of 69 mm

MISTER SIZE 69
As well as responsibility and care during sex, men with a heavyweight penis naturally also
need the right condom; which can be troublesome to find — until now. Fortunately, MISTER
SIZE 69 is just like a personal tailor-made suit. It closely hugs your best piece like a second
skin and lets you fully experience moments of intensity and pleasure. No annoying side
effects, only pure feeling.

Easy-Going Experience Thanks to Personal Condom Size
Contraception quickly becomes a burden when the task of getting a condom on is troublesome
and takes the greatest of effort, likely just because it is simply too tight. However, because
MISTER SIZE always accommodates your personal penis size, the condom and your
manhood come together perfectly, producing a lovely sexual experience: carefree, natural
and intense.

MISTER SIZE – 7 Condom Sizes for Better Sex
With MISTER SIZE you can choose from seven different condom sizes, starting from a
width of 47 mm all the way to 69 mm wide. To discover your ideal size, use the MISTER
SIZE measuring tape or the practical MISTER SIZER.

Your MISTER SIZE 69. Available in Three Different Pack Sizes
Not only does MISTER SIZE take your individual needs and size into account, it also has the
perfect package size for you. So, no matter if it‘s for an impulsive quickie, a casual rendezvous
or wild passionate, head over heels in-love sex, the choice is yours.
• 3 pieces - to try out in the field
• 10 pieces - for your following nights of love
• 36 pieces - a stockpile for optimists and smart shoppers
A little tip: Have you found the size you want? Then why not stock up and order several
packs, so you don‘t have to soon buy again? Plus, you save on shipping costs.

Proven Quality
MISTER SIZE gives you a whole new feeling during sex while at the same time offering
optimal safety. All MISTER SIZE condoms comply with the DIN standard EN ISO 4074:2002
and are subject to careful testing. Having a condom with optimal safety breeds confidence
and certainty which allows you both to totally relax and let go during love-making. You can
find more about our quality standards in the four basic principles of MISTER SIZE.

